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Prez Sez…… By Dan Contento

I guess this is our sixth month without meeting and I’m
getting stir crazy. Before writing this I was forced to watch
the Peanuts movie by my soon to be three (year-old) Grand-
daughter. No way you can say no to her offer.

Back to the club, we are going to discuss and hopefully try to reinstate our monthly
contest. We will use photos and you can only win once so the best photographers
don’t keep winning. This months technique will be Bill giving us a lesson on getting
photos on our computers. If all goes well we will start with the September meeting.

Also, we plan to do a blind (a.k.a. – “silent”) online auction. Frank has his kits listed in
a Word document which he will send to us. He will let us know the high bids a couple
of times and the day before the end of the auction, so you have a last chance. We may
do about 15 kits from one seller at a time to keep us sane. I certainly hope you all
saved some of your stimulus money. As always all proceeds go to the club.
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August Meeting – IPMS Gators
Look for a zoom address from Frank Ahern.
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Minutes of the Club Meeting from 
Tuesday, July 22, 2020

Frank Ahern, club secretary

The monthly meeting of the Gator Modeler club took place via Zoom 
starting at 6:30pm, July 21. The highlight was an almost hour-long dis-
cussion with a guest speaker, newly appointed Editor of Finescale 
Modeler magazine, Aaron Skinner. Skinner's father was a grad student 
at UF when Aaron was first bitten by the modeling bug. He shared some 
of his priorities as Editor including looking for new ways to connect with 
young people and gauge their interest in new areas of modeling like 
sci-fi and fantasy. Skinner also responded to questions from club 
members.

The meeting began with a report from Mike 
Martinez on the status of our relationship with Oak 
Hall school and the use of its library as our live 
meeting venue. Martinez said the school is set to 
re-open in August but no mention has been made 
of our use of the library. Since there has been no 
indication from club members that they wish to 
resume live meetings at this time, Martinez 

recommends that the club continue to meet 
virtually and bring up the subject of live meet-
ings and our rental fees at a later date when the 
consensus of the club is that live meetings can 
resume.  Martinez said that his understanding is 
that the club still has nine months of paid rental 
fees under the old contract.
Another discussion involved the possibility of 
fundraising through a virtual silent auction. Treasurer Bill Winter introduced the idea as a way for club 
members to donate the proceeds of kits that they are willing to auction off through a silent auction 
process conducted via email. He asked that members who have kits available to auction send him a 
list of the kits and any minimum price they want to put on it and he will make up a PDF to be 
circulated via email and the newsletter. Bids will be sent to Bill and on the deadline date selected the 
high bidder on each kit will be declared the winner. The details of how the kits will be delivered and 
checks received will be worked out at a later time.
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Minutes

There was a time for general discussion and Show & Tell of photos of models that club members 
wanted to present. Frank Ahern gave a Powerpoint presentation on his recent visit to the National 
Parts Depot Warehouse classic car collection in Ocala. Don Martin arranged the visit through his 
connection to the owner who is a member of the Antique Auto Club, of which Martin is currently 
President. The collection is not open to the public, but Martin said that a tour could be arranged for 
other club members. Contact Frank Ahern if you are interested in taking a tour.
The meeting concluded at 8:20pm

Frank Ahern,
Secretary

GATOR MODELERS
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Aaron surrounded by a 
selection of club members 
on our July zoom meeting. 



Minutes: IPMS Gators’ Officers’ meeting from August 4, 2020

Recorded by Frank Ahern

The Gator Modeler club officers meeting of August 4 began at 7pm. Dan asked if the monthly club 
meeting should start at 7pm instead of 6:30. After discussion it was decided that the start time should 
remain 6:30 since most members are familiar with it. The issue of having a virtual model contest was 
brought up. The consensus was that a contest would be good if help can be provided to those with 
limited photography skills to equalize the basis for judging the models. Bill offered to do a 
presentation on model photography at the next meeting. 

Frank was asked if there had been a good response to the offer from Don Lewis for club members to 
tour the classic car collection at the National Parts Depot warehouse. Frank said there were 8-10 
members who expressed interest, but some were concerned about going during the pandemic. Frank 
will contact Don and let him know that we would like to postpone the tour until sometime next year 
when things return to a more normal state.

Finally, the idea of a virtual silent auction to raise funds was discussed. The officers agreed that a 
silent auction could be tried after the next club meeting. Frank showed a list of kits that he is willing 
to auction and all approved the idea of using that as a starting point for a monthly silent auction. 
Frank will draft auction rules for comment and revisions by the other officers before the next club 
meeting. The meeting adjourned at 8pm.

************************************************************************************
**********************************************************

Here are the proposed rules for the silent auction we discussed:

1. Auction items should be confined to model kits or modeling related items. 
2. Kits should be complete and un-built unless otherwise specified.
3. Other items should be in new or like-new condition.
4. The seller should send via email a list of auction items to Frank for posting at least 2 weeks before 
the next club meeting.
5. All bids should be sent to Frank via email.
6. Frank will post a list of the high bids 1 week prior to the next meeting.
7. An update on high bids will be sent the day before the meeting.
8. Bidding will close at noon the day of the meeting.
9. Winners will be announced at the meeting
10. All proceeds of the auction will be sent to the Treasurer by check. Details of delivery of items will 
be worked out between seller and buyer. 
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A little about our July Guest . . . .Aaron Skinner

Aaron has been making models of one kind or another since he was six and built his 
first model -- a race car of some sort put together with help from his grandfather. He 
grew up in Australia and graduated from the University of Queensland in Brisbane 
with a degree in journalism and history. After moving back to the United States in 
1994, Aaron worked as a reporter and

photographer for newspapers in Texas and Arkansas, before joining the FSM staff in 
August 2006. He will build anything that grabs his fancy, particularly commercial 
airliners, Russian armor, and anything science fiction.
Source: https://finescale.com/magazine/meet-the-staff

GATOR MODELERS

IPMS Gators Dues

Club dues remain at $20.00 / year. Dues cover the period from November through October. All 
members are expected to  renew by November of 2020 for the 2020-2021 year.  We use these fees to 
pay for our club IPMS/USA membership ($30/year) that provides insurance for our meetings. At Oak 
Hall (when we meet there) we are charged $100/month. To conduct zoom meetings while we can’t 
meet in person, there is a ~$15/month zoom charge. It has been suggested that we provide a “zoom” 
meeting “feed” even when we return to in person meetings for those members who may not be able 
to attend in person. Any trophies or plaques that we purchase, we purchase from the club treasury. 
The treasury also helps with the costs of some food for the auction. Since we are not physically 
meeting at this time, please send your $20 membership check addressed to: 

William E. Winter
10724 SW 10th Terrace 
Micanopy, FL 32667

Do NOT make the check out to IPMS Gators. Please let me know if you have questions. 
Thank you. - Bill

--------------------------------------------------------- Ꙩ ---------------------------------------------------------
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Gato submarine shown by Paul Bennett

GATOR MODELERS

Members and What They Shared at the July ZOOM meeting

Paul Bennett’s modified C-47/DC-3

Left: Rescued 
airliner model.

Mike Martinez’s 
Diridgible USS 
Harding.
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Members and What They Shared at the July ZOOM meeting
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Kit Review: Angel Fink

By Paul Bennett

Scale:  ???; Manufacturer:  Atlantis/Revell™

It all started with the semi-annual contest we were supposed to have 

in May.  I decided to build the Atlantis/Revell™ Angel Fink (sister of Rat Fink), a creation of Ed 

“Big Daddy” Roth.  The kit itself was rather simple.  There were about fourteen parts molded in 

light green plastic and the instruction sheet, printed on glossy paper and including a little biography 

and resume of Angel Fink’s history.

I should not have read that… I really shouldn’t.  It inspired me, not to think out of the box, 

but to go downright extraplanetary.  And then with the ongoing delay in the contest because of 

COVID-19, it only got worse (and weirder).

Given the parts count, the kit itself was quite simple.  I did have problems with the hands 

though.  They would snap off at the slightest annoyance.  I dealt with this by finally resorting to 

drilling out the joints the hands and arms joined and installing either a wire or brass tube as an 

armature.  Where the shoes joined the bottom of the cloak was almost as frustrating.

Given the basics, let’s look at my mods.  First, sometime back I wrote about using a 

multicolor LED in a crystal I made of clear resin from a mold I made of a quartz crystal.  I then 

epoxied the left hand to the base of the crystal and ran the wires through a channel I cut in the 

underside of the hand.  Next I had to deal with the splayed fingers and shape them to hold the 

crystal.  I did this with a hot air gun, gently warming and bending the plastic at the finger joints.  I 

then ran the wires through the sleeve, into the body.  As an aside, I had far less trouble with this 

hand breaking off, even with the extra load the crystal put on the joint.

The other hand, unladen by anything, was a nightmare and kept snapping off until I installed 

a piece of brass tubing.
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Kit Review: Angel Fink

Then there was the face.  Those eyes just begged to glow red…  I took a pair of low output 

T-13/4 red LED’s.  I carefully removed the pupils and did a little hollowing out.  I added chrome 

Bare Metal foil and flat black paint and then glue gunned the LED’s in place.  I painted the mouth 

interior piece a pinkish maroon color and glued it in place.  As for the face and hand colors, I used 

Vallejo™ Gamecolor Dead Flesh.  The brain and eyes are Vallejo™ Rotten White with the red 

highlights being Tamiya™ clear red.  The eye shadow is Testors™ Blue Metalflake.  The eyebrows 

and eyelashes are Testors™ gloss black.  The wart is Testors™ umber and it gets worse.  There are 

two, ah, eruptions, one on the chin and one on the nose.  First I painted the mounds flat red and then 

topped them with a dot of rotten white.  The teeth were gloss white and the lips and fingernails were 

Testors™ Dark Red.  And here we have the finished face.  The one on the left with the LEDs off, on 

the right the LEDs are on.

Let’s continue downward to the body proper.  After joining and filling the body, I first used 

Testors™ Aircraft Interior black on the shadowed areas and Testors™ flat black on what would be 

the base and highlighted areas.  I “thought” there would be enough noticeable visual difference 

between the shadowed areas and the rest of the cape.  Well, that didn’t work.  The difference was 

not great enough to be noticeable.  Then came the veins on the cape.  I first hand painted an 

undercoat of neutral gray over the veins and then a final coat of Testors™ Metallic green.

Going down to the ruby slip… I mean “red shoes”.  I used Alclad™ on them, first 

their candy silver enamel undercoat and then several coats of Candy Ruby Red. Then there is the 

snake…. Poor Snake.  He has rattles so he has to be a rattlesnake… First the tongue broke off and 

had to be glued back on.  Overall I painted him middlestone brown.  The rattles were Vallejo™ 

Gamecolor Bone.  The eyes were cadmium yellow with gloss black dot pupils. The mouth was 

piping pink with white fangs.  The diamonds, and the underbelly I painted using a mix of rotten 

white and flat yellow.  And then there was the crest on the snake’s head.  For some reason I decided 

on purple.  A picture of the shoes and the snake are on the next page.
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Kit Review: Angel Fink

So, on to the barrel of Nitro.  First, yet again I played with lighting effects.  I have several 

Ngineering™ campfire simulator modules.  While designed for yellow LED’s other colors (green in 

this case) can be used as long as you match the current and voltage requirement.  I added the orange 

LED for the ember effects, hoping to use it to illuminate a replacement clear plastic hydrometer I 

fabricated… The orange LED worked, but it was not successful.

I decided to make a real sight gauge on the side of the barrel and cut out the slot.  I then 

glued a piece of transparent plastic rod in the slot.  After gluing, filling, and sanding the barrel I 

used Alclad™ gloss black primer and chrome Alclad™ on it.  Using a toothpick I used purple metal 

flake to highlight the word “Nitro” and red metal flake to fill in the numbers.  In a couple of spots, 

the chrome came off so I decided to leave the black undercoat showing, giving the barrel a 

decidedly abused look.

Originally there was nothing in the barrel.  But not for long!  I used a special clay to make a 

bubbly appearing layer, eventually winding up with a layer of clear resin near the top of the barrel.  

I drilled a hole and then inserted the unsuccessful hydrometer in it.  This gave me a nice bubbly, 

boiling fluid surface.

Before I went further I had to deal with the base.  I cut out a round section under the barrel 

and installed a circuit board with the campfire simulator on it.  I glued the barrel on it and epoxied 

the hydrometer in place.
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Kit Review: Angel Fink

To mount the whole thing and give it stability I built a box of scrap clear acrylic plastic.  

And just when you thought things couldn’t get stranger…

I decided, based on Angel Fink’s history, that she really got a “blast” out of mixing nitro 

(and other things).  I bought some corrugated roofing plastic from Evergreen Scale Models™.  I cut 

it to match the width of the box, added a plastic channel support beam about midway up and a piece 

of rectangular tube at the base.  Next I did some cutting at the top of the corrugated plastic, took my 

heat gun to it, and bent and partially melted the top of the “wall”.  I then painted it aluminum.

Hoping to simulate her silhouette left on the wall by a blast, I held the wall in place behind 

Angel Fink and used tape to roughly mark her outlines.  Next I lightly brushed Testors™ Burnt Iron 

from about midway up, leaving the outlines clear.  I followed that up with flat black starting about 

one third of the way from the top.  Burnt Iron vs. Flat Black was another idea that did not quite 

work.  I had hoped to get a burned effect followed by charring on top.  I should have used burnt 

metal metallizer instead.  I then glued the wall in place behind Angel Fink. 

Now I put it all together.  First the power for the LED’s. The campfire module is designed 

for model railroading and will run off a wide range of voltages so I opted to use eight “AA” 

batteries to provide 12 volts.  Next I used two 100 ma adjustable regulators, adjusting them for the 

proper voltages so one powered the eyes and the other powered the “Magic Crystal”.  The circuit 

board fit very nicely when installed in Angel Fink’s body before I glued the two halves together.  I 

used an eight “AA” battery holder that is inside the box with a switch located on a hinged panel in 

the back.
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Kit Review

When I built the box I added a slightly raised rim.  I then used casting resin to fill the area.  Once 

the casting resin had set, I painted it using Vallejo™ Model Air concrete.  Next I shortened the 

stirring stick, gluing it to the inside of the barrel and between two of the fingers of Angel Fink’s 

right hand.  Now to finish up, add to the appearances and overall effect I mixed up some clear resin 

and filled the barrel the rest of the way, slopping it over the edge of the barrel and on to the floor, 

forming puddles.  (which helps explain the blast!)

Editor’s note: Big Daddy Ed Roth fueled many boy’s desire for exotic cars. Selected kits 

based on Mr. Roth’s genius are illustrated below.
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Models for Vets-
Part 2
By Frank Ahern

I felt a twinge of regret when I learned of the 

passing of Stephen Lawrence in June, because I 

had never followed up on a promise I made to 

myself that I would re-do the model of his beloved 

T-6 trainer that he worked on as a mechanic for 

the Tuskegee Airmen in WW2. My first attempt was made right after I got back 

into modeling over 10 years ago and I knew I could do a better job now. I had 

another copy of the old Revell kit sitting in the back of my stash and decided 

that it was time to do it.

I met Stephen when he worked with my daughter at the Publix near UF (photo above right). He 

had a way of engaging people that left you smiling, but that masked the fact that like all black 

veterans of that war there was a lingering bitterness caused when they returned to find that the 

country they fought for still considered them second-class citizens. With God’s help he overcame 

it and lived a productive life as a gospel minister and later as a front service worker at Publix. 

One of the first problems I encountered building his T-6 was typical of the kind of systemic 

racism that Stephen and his black veteran cohorts faced throughout life. 

I wanted to show a pilot figure in the plane. (See photo below, right) In my imagination it was 

Stephen firing up the engine to check it out. The problem 

was that when I looked at my extensive collection of Vallejo

“flesh” colored paints (see photo below) nothing came close 

to portraying the skin color of a black person. I ended up using a Tamiya color called Red-Brown 

but it illustrated for me one of the subtle ways society has de-valued people of color. Only
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Models for Vets- Part 2
recently has Crayola decided “flesh” colored crayons can also be darker colors. 

The kit itself went together well, although it’s an older kit with raised rivets and panel lines as 

well as some flash on the sprues. The markings are typical of a mid-war US Army trainer. My 

plans are to display it, when I get a chance, with a shot of Stephen and a brief bio of his life. I 

don’t want his legacy to be forgotten.

My other entry into this category came as a request from my cousin Don, who served as a radar 

tech for the Marines. His favorite airplane was the Skyhawk, specifically the version produced for 

the Marines called the A-4M.

I quickly found that Hasegawa made a model of it in 1/48 scale, but of course the decals were 

not Don’s unit. 

This led me on one of my decal hunting expeditions. A couple of months ago I recounted my 

troubles with an after-market decal company in Germany. This time I was more fortunate. (See 

photo top of next page).
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Models for Vets- Part 2

I found his unit - VMA 124 - represented in a sheet of 

decals from a company called Impact Decals. I can 

wholeheartedly recommend this company. The sheet 

contained colorful markings for a variety of Marine 

aircraft specially marked for the Bicentennial. The 

decals were great and really enhanced the look of the 

model. If you have an F-4 or A-6 in 1/48 scale and need 

a good set of decals I’ll be happy to share the leftovers.

Although I was pleased with how the model turned 

out, it was not an easy build. Part of that is due to my 

own ineptitude, but I also blame some of it on another 

one of my pet peeves - Hasegawa instructions. 

On the previous page you see a typical 

page of the Hasegawa sheet, which 

attempts to compress about 30 different 

parts and installation instructions into one 

picture. Compare this to the new Revell 

and Airfix instruction books and there is a 

world of difference in clarity and 

understandability. I am embarrassed to 

admit how many times I had to go back 

and re-do a part that I had positioned 

incorrectly.  

Another peeve with Hasegawa kits, and this is 

probably related to the first, is the fact that I have 

never had the fuselage halves join together cleanly 

on the first try. I always have to start trimming the 

cockpit tub or sanding other internal components to 

make the two sides come together. I had assumed 

this was a common problem with model kits, but 

recent experiences with new Tamiya and Airfix kits 

have shown me that joining the fuselage doesn’t 

have to be a struggle. I still like Hasegawa models, 

but for the money they charge they should to a 

better job with their instructions. 



News from Clarence Snyder
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One delivered and 
along with train stuff 
this is the nextproject 
in line. I'll probly start it 
tommorw after I look it 
over today. This is a lot 
larger than mine and 
the largest I've ever 
built other than my RC 
planes I flew. Pastor 
was well pleased and 
you all are part of that 
since I've hardly ever 
done military.

Slipped this one in 
for this month 
July/Aug. For my 
pastor’s birthday.
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Some of Clarence’s many projects
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News from mark box!

Newsletter pics of race cars

Quarter midge; raced on dirt from early 1940s to about 1960 in the USAC division..

Resin kit from Jack Mugan; took Mark 7 years to build. 19



Hollywood Heroes

By Frank Ahern
This continuing feature is designed to showcase the often-unpublicized military 

service of many of the entertainment icons of the previous generation who served 

their country without complaint or protest. 

20

The remarkable life of Merian Cooper began in Jacksonville in 1893. 
He attended the Naval Academy and joined the Army Air Service 
during WW1, (see photo right) flew as a bomber pilot and spent 9 
months in a German POW camp (see photo below). 

After the war he helped form an American volunteer unit called the 
Kosciuszko Squadron that helped Poland repel the Soviets in 1920. 
He received Poland’s highest military decoration, the Cross of Valor. 

GATOR MODELERS

Merian Cooper

He rejoined the US Army during WW2, serving as chief of staff for the 
Flying Tigers Gen. Claire Chennault (photo below).  He served from 
1943 to 1945 in the Southwest Pacific as chief of staff for the Fifth Air 
Force's Bomber Command. At the end of the war, he was promoted to 
brigadier general. 



Hollywood Heroes
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Merian Cooper

Cooper’s career as a film producer began with a 
series of documentaries of his world travels in the 
1920’s. This led him to the idea for his most famous 
movie - King Kong.

Cooper was always fascinated with special effects and new film 
techniques. He is listed as co-inventor of the Cinerama film 
process. After WW2 he joined with director John Ford to form
Argosy Production and collaborated on some of Fords best films -

Fort Apache, She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, The Quiet Man and The Searchers - still considered 
the greatest western ever made. He won an Oscar for Lifetime Achievement in 1952. He died 
in 1973. 
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A Fond Farwell to Our Friend Joe Caputo

Joseph Edward Caputo Jr, “Joe,” was born on August 19, 1943 in 
Chicago Illinois. He went to be with the Lord at the age of 76 on 
July 25, 2020.

Joe spent his childhood years in Chicago before moving to the 
suburbs of Carpentersville as a boy. Joe graduated from Dundee 
(Illinois) high School in in 1961. Joe was a “star” baseball player, 
played football, was a Boy Scout, and had managed to keep in 
contact with some of his special high school friends until this 
his passing. He followed in his father’s footsteps by becoming a 
mailman at age 17.

Joe moved to Ocala, Florida in 1978. He continued to work for 
the United States Post Office as a mail Carrier. At age 55 he sur-
passed one million accident free miles, a streak that continued 
until he retired after 43 years of service in 2003 at age 60.  

After a lifetime of building plastic models for fun, Joe became a member of IPMS and won awards for 
his work. He built everything from cars to boats to tanks, dioramas and especially planes. His favorite 
of all was the one and only OV-10 Bronco. Joe was a car enthusiast, racing slot cars, building models 
and watching races his entire life. He was also a World War enthusiast on many levels and had a 
particular interest in General George S. Patton.

Joe loved to share his knowledge with anyone and created many friendships through his hobbies. He 
helped start the IMPS Ocala Plastic Modeler Club where he served as president for many years. Joe 
loved to mentor young model builders and many of his best friends came from his years in the club.

Joe was the life of the party. Known for his sharp wit, he always had a joke, often inappropriate, and 
always with a heart to make your day better. Whether at his doctor’s visits or area restaurants, from 
his neighbors, to strangers alike, Joe would brighten your day. He was considerate, honest, funny, 
hard-working, and always the gentleman.

Most of all, Joe was a loyal friend and beloved father. He loved people in an unassuming, 
unconditional way. His words, wisdom, time spent together, his laughter, watching Bears football, 
phone calls, emails, and sharing life like family, as family, will never be forgotten.

A celebration of Joe Caputo’s life will be held on Saturday, September 5th at 1:00 PM
at Central Christian Church, 3010 NE 14th Street, Ocala, FL 34470.



Odds and Ends from Members and Friends
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From Doug Spinney –
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Academy R.O.K. Army K9 

Scale: 1/35

NATO Green

Flat Earth Camo

Deck Tan Camo



Odds and Ends from Members and Friends
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From Doug Spinney –
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Odds and Ends from Members and Friends
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From Doug Spinney –
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Model: Tamiya Paladin Iraq War M109A6

Scale:  1/35

Primer:  Tamiya Fine White Surface Primer

Pre Shade:  Mission Models Flat Black

Base Coat:  3 to 1 mix of Tamiya Buff and Tamiya Desert Yellow



Odds and Ends from Members and Friends
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From Doug Spinney –
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Odds and Ends from Members and Friends
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From Doug Spinney –
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Hobby Craft (Trumpeter) British AS-90

Scale:  1/35

Primer:  Tamiya white fine surface 

primer

Pre Shade:  Tamiya flat black

Base coat:  Tamiya Desert Yellow



Odds and Ends from Members and Friends
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From Jack Mugan –

A recent book purchase by Paul Bennett
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ODDS & ENDS

GATOR MODELERS

ODDS & ENDS

.. From Bruce Doyle: Revell jet plane & guided missile ship kits

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__images.app.goo.gl_j73nzzRKK8eqUTHB8&d=DwICAg&c=sJ6xIWYx-
zLMB3EPkvcnVg&r=jzlfSSorEPNo37OXhPxyKgCet5y6tQ2EZ0WULQcGYH4&m=azBQLYWKhrvh615h
TutG0ntAmNagg-F_vJBQJGWd8cE&s=g2FHlOhf2V8FeqRGTCm8j-05c1ih0Dnvv3B0X2PdrY8&e=



Frank Ahern, – Secretary –ahernf@gmail.com

Home: (352) 375-3723; Cell: (352) 226-6785

If you have a modeling tip you would like to share with your fellow modelers, please 

send us a copy so we can put it in the newsletter. We need articles for the Newsletter 

and the Web Site!

If you just opened up that new kit and want to give a box or build review, write it up and

we’ll put it in the newsletter and put it on the Web Site. Just read a good book, tell us

about it! Got a great tip, share it with your fellow club members. This is your Newsletter

and your Web Site and they’re only going to be as good as YOU make them so contribute 

something to the cause. Don’t be afraid to ask for assistance if you have something you want 

to share, we’ll be happy to assist you in making it happen!

Don’t forget to support your local hobby shop.

Rob’s Hobby World

Rob Stevely: Proprietor 8585 SW Hwy 200 unit 14

Ocala, FL 34474 www.robshobbyworld@MSN.com 

Mon.-Fri.: 10 AM to 5:30PM; Sat.: 9AM to 4PM; Sun: Close

Please check out WWW.IPMSUSA.ORG for the latest information from IPMS National 

Headquarters and for information about joining IPMS. 

Please use one of the links below or go to the IPMS Membership page for more information 

about joining IPMS USA.

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2016.pdf

http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/adult-membership.htm

http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/family-membership.htm

Frank Ahern, – Secretary – Newsletter Editor ahernf@gmail.com
Home: (352) 375-3723; Cell: (352) 226-6785

UPCOMING EVENTS
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For folks renewing on-line:  http://www.shopipmsusa.org/category-s/100.htm

IPMS Membership
It is of great 
importance, both 
at the local level 
(IPMS Gators) and 
at the national 
level. The Club 
officers strongly 
recommend joining 
IPMS as an 
individual which 
provides six yearly 
issues of the IPMS 
Journal (which is 
better than ever) 
and the 
opportunity to 
participate at the 
IPMS National 
Convention . 

A copy of the 
membership 
application is on 
the right or 
available at the 
IPMS / USA website 
address, 
www.ipmsusa.org.

Complete the form 
and return it to the 
address listed at 
the bottom of the 
form along with 
your method of 
payment.
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GATOR MODELERS

Wild Paint … is on vacation.

This page is dedicated to remembering Joe Caputo and his 
contributions to our hobby. Below are selected models that he built.
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